
 

Ex4 To Mq4 Decompiler 4.0.427 [BETTER]

they have a special tool to extract xoring from the disassembler. it is not a decompiler, but a
disassembler that will xor two streams of bytes together to produce the output. this lets you xor

together a decompiler with another decompiler to get something like ex4 to mq4 decompiler, or even
use xor to filter out a bad decompiler (if the above decompiler is bad, then the xoring still works).
when adding support for a new machine, the strategy would be to use a new register group and
examine the different versions of the existing exe2ahk decompiler to see which of them fails to

decompile. for the previous machine for ex4 to mq4 decompiler, ex4toahk.exe, a new register group
called 'ex4toahk.exe' is expected. note that the original ahk decompilers (ie. the ones in the libraries
part) are no longer available. i think they got combined with the new register group, and then they
were deleted from the ghidra repository. the decompiler plugins break out the data into their own

parts. if the user decompiles their code, then we can xor the output from an exe2ahk decompiler with
the output from this plugin and get the resultant file. the decompilers are written in python, and will
be packaged in separate python packages, distributed to pypi the same way as the original ex4 to

mq4 decompiler. several of the decompiler subsystems are re-implemented in python for scalability
and added apis, and for this reason most of the decompilers are probably better if they were written in

python in the first place. the decompilers were written in go, but some of their subsystems could be
(should be) rewritten in python, if they can be made to scale and work correctly. this will be done as a

separate project that is unrelated to ex4mq4, but might in fact be part of it.
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Ex4 To Mq4 Decompiler 4.0.427

a decompiler that works for static
analysis is less useful. it cannot tell

you whether the application behaves
as expected without running the

application. the best decompilers can
get you the decompiled source code,
but they can only tell you what the

code is supposed to do. for example,
an application may not actually

behave as expected, or it may be
hiding an attack, such as a buffer

overflow. from a security perspective,
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you might want to ensure that the
application behaves as expected, and
the best way to do that is to run it on
an untrusted computer. this is where
an ide is helpful, as the ide can write

an application to a file, and then run it
on the computer. this is what is done

in the majority of reverse engineering.
the decompiler cannot do this, but it

can look at the disassembly and
determine the behavior of the

application. with the decompiler, you
can see the application's code, and

with the ide, you can see the effects of
the decompilation. once you have the
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debugging cli built, go to ghidra/featur
es/decompiler/decomp_dbg and run

the run action on the ex4 decompiler.
depending on how many source files

you have, this may take several
minutes. if you prefer, you can use the

wait action to quit the cli instead of
running the run action. once the
decompiler is running, open the

decompilation db in the ghidra sqlite
editor. you can get the path to the db

with a single sql query, using the
decomp_dbg/decomp_dbg.db

property. this should be the first time
that you connect to the db. once you
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are connected, you can use the sqlite
editor to inspect the db. 5ec8ef588b
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